INSTINCT, INTELLIGENCE AND CHARACTER
self-fertilization only is allowed It is pure bred despite
its short grandmother The plants resulting from pollen
and ovules which bobh lack the tall factor will produce
pure short plants, from which only short descendants can
arise as long as only self-fertilization is possible—a pure-
bred short plant despite its tall grandfather. The plants
resulting from teJl-bearing pollen and t&ll-lacking ovules
will be just like the first filial generation, and so also those
from taJl-fodfo'ngr pollen and tall-bearing ovules.
Since the rediscovery in 1900 of Mendel's work (which
had been buried in the archives of a Brunn society) a large
number of unit factors like this " tallness " factor has been
investigated, in many plants, and also in animals. The
theory becomes complex when many factors are involved,
but it is essentially the same in principle as in the simple
case considered above. Sometimes pairs or groups of factors
are found which are partially linked together, so that the
group tends to act together, and thus further possibilities
arise.
It is clear that this changing by definite jumps, by muta-
tions, is a different process from Darwin's progress by small
variations. But upon these mutations, aa upon any varia-
tions, environment can still exercise its selective influence,
and the essential idea of Darwinism, the " survival of the
fittest," remains in force.
This idea of evolution by selection (whether from small
variations or from mutations) explains much of evolution
without any appeal to the idea of the environment improving
the individual and thereby improving his progeny In the
pure selection theory, the environment eliminates a harmful
quality, not by improving, but by lolling off, the individuals
who possess it. Indeed, though Darwin probably thought
otherwise, it has for long been the opjmon of mo&t biologists
that acquired characteristics are not inherited, that is to
say that any quality which an individual acquires by training
during his lifetime will not be passed on to his children.

